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so is cordelia dead or not? Shakespeare’s King Lear desperately 
poses this question over the body of his only loyal daughter, whose death has 
consummated his tragic folly. The audience knows the answer even as Lear 
refuses to know it. But as the eighteenth century drew near, the cruelty of 
this ending was more than some playgoers could stomach. In 1680 the play-
wright Nahum Tate rewrote the ending and brought Cordelia back to life. 
His version of the play held the stage throughout the eighteenth century.  
I don’t know whether music had a role in the reanimation scene, but 
Shakespeare himself calls for music in a scene in which he, too, brings some-
one back to life, or at least her statue, or at least the pretense of her statue, 
symbolically real if empirically false. Like Cordelia, the figure is motionless, 
wishfully suspended between life and its lack. This is from The Winter’s Tale:

PAULINA:
Quit presently the chapel, or resolve you
For more amazement. If you can behold it,
I’ll make the statue move indeed, descend
And take you by the hand. . . .

LEONTES:
Proceed:
No foot shall stir.

PAULINA:
Music, awake her; strike!

Music

’Tis time; descend; be stone no more; approach;
Strike all that look upon with marvel.1

Introduction
music and the life of statues
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Why music? Why statues?
Take music first. In 1733, the English physician George Cheyne likened 

the principle of sentient life to the production of music by resonating bodies: 
“The brain, where all the nerves, or instruments of Sensation, terminate, [is] 
like a Musician in a finely-fram’d and well-tuned Organ-case. . . . [The] nerves 
are like keys, which, being struck or touch’d, convey the Sound and Harmony 
to this sentient Principle, or Musician.” The metaphor would be reechoed 
throughout the century, to the point where it became something more than 
simple metaphor. Étienne de Condillac, writing in 1781, says virtually the 
same thing Cheyne had: “The exterior organs of the human body are like the 
keys, the objects that strike them are like fingers on the keyboard, the interior 
organs are like the body of the harpsichord, the sensations or ideas are like 
the sounds.”2 For Cheyne, Condillac, and many others, the life of a sentient 
being depended on the elemental music of vibrating nerves. This animate and 
animating music, moreover, was not merely resonant; it was harmonious, 
more like the stuff of a composition than of accidental euphony. Music and 
life were at bottom coextensive.

In 1803, the German psychiatrist Johann Christian Reil took the prevailing 
metaphor to a new level, in a book with the musical if cumbersome title 
Rhapsodies on the Application of Psychological Methods of Cure to the Mentally 
Disturbed. Reil represents the brain as a kind of symphony and the link between 
the brain and the nervous system as a temple filled with unlimited resonance:

The brain may be conceived as a complex work of art, composed of many 
sounding bodies that stand in a purposeful relationship (rapport) with  
one another. If one of these is excited from outside by means of the senses, its 
tone excites the tone of another, this one another again; and so the original 
excitement continues in meandering trains through the wide halls of this 
temple until a new stroke cancels [aufhebt] the previous one or flows together 
with it.3

For Cheyne, the near identity of music and life was primarily physiological. 
For Condillac it was also intellectual. For Reil it had become psychological. 
The integration of the personality depended on an “equally determined distri-
bution of forces in the brain and throughout the nervous system” modeled on 
the harmony of sounding bodies in a resonant space. The corporeal music of 
life had expanded, “in meandering trains,” into the sphere of subjectivity.

One likely reason for this development is that, as we will see in the early 
chapters to follow, composers in the later eighteenth century began to return 
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the compliment of the physicians and philosophers. They experimented with 
music that simulated the processes of sentient life. It would thus make per-
fect sense for Reil to recommend music as a therapeutic device, which he did; 
its harmonious composition could quell mental disturbance, the dissonance 
of the sounding bodies, by assuring the orderly operation of the “soul-organs” 
(Seelenorgans; the English, though not the German, affords a nice pun on 
Cheyne’s musical organ). As we will also see, however, the musical modeling 
of life could also be quite rambunctious.

Now to the statues, or statue-like figures: mannequins that also had an 
intimate relation to the concept of life in the eighteenth century and, in that 
capacity, to music as well. During the eighteenth century, statues that came 
to life, both real and imaginary, became tools for theorizing the operation of 
life in sentient beings. The principal hypothetical example occurs in 
Condillac’s Treatise on the Sensations of 1754, the centerpiece of which is the 
story of a statue brought to life as a tabula rasa but drawn by sensation into 
learning how to become aware of its own life and person.

Condillac may have inspired the scenario of the ballet Creatures of 
Prometheus, staged in 1810 with music by Beethoven; the association may 
extend further to the Finale of the Eroica Symphony, which famously takes 
the theme of its variations from the Finale of the ballet.4 There is no evidence 
that Beethoven was familiar with Condillac, but the ballet scenario by 
Salvatore Vigano is virtually a staging of Condillac’s theories. The prototypi-
cal humans appear first as statues, after which the benign Prometheus gradu-
ally educates them, leading them from the senses to understanding, art, and 
morality.

It is fair to speculate that Condillac may have been inspired by a real 
statue, an android or “moving anatomy” built by Jacques de Vaucanson in 
1737 with the express purpose of simulating human life—a life the android 
would verify by playing the flute. The animated flute player was widely hailed 
as a modern marvel.

Vaucanson coined the term “moving anatomies” as a paradox. “Anatomies” 
at the time referred to elaborate wax mannequins with cutaway parts that 
showed the interior of the human body. “Moving anatomies” were automa-
tons, primarily humanoid figures capable of moving in ways that allowed 
them to simulate the actions and even the feelings of living beings—and  
in so doing to blur the boundary between living and nonliving forms.  
As chapter 1 will explain, the flute player was only the first of a series 
of Enlightenment androids, the best known of which all testified to their 
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virtual life with acts of musical performance. Some of them are still intact 
and operative. You can still hear them perform.

The technique of simulation first employed by the flute player was a concep-
tual as well as a technical innovation. Its novelty can best be measured by 
comparing it with imitation—an apt comparison because in at least one 
important sphere, that of the arts, imitation declines as simulation advances. 
An imitation depends on its difference from what is imitated; a portrait merely 
looks like its sitter. But simulation depends on a degree of resemblance that 
overrides the effect of difference, at least initially. Simulation exceeds illusion 
without becoming reality. The result may strike all who look upon with mar-
vel—the flute player did that—but it may also make them uncomfortable. In 
present-day robotics this discomfort has become familiar as the “uncanny val-
ley” effect; when artificial humanoids become too lifelike, the border between 
the living and the nonliving blurs and makes the observer queasy.

As Annette Richards has shown, the abilities of Vaucanson’s flute player 
did prompt hostility in some of the era’s musicians—and, one might add, 
some anxiety.5 The android, while remaining seated, acted as a kind of Pied 
Piper leading some observers straight into the uncanny valley. This problem 
did not arise when the source of machine-made music made no pretension to 
life; thus the clockwork mechanical organ for which Mozart in 1790 com-
posed funeral music—the subject of Richards’s study—enjoyed that immu-
nity. But one person’s uncanny valley is another’s marvel, and the flute player 
seems to have affected most observers as the work of genial Prometheanism 
on the Condillac/Vigano model. Between imitation and the uncanny valley, 
simulation opens up the prospect of the virtual—the realm of things that 
almost are. Vaucanson’s flute player, with music as its credential, presented 
those who marveled at it with the first genuine case of virtual life.

The parallel development in the arts gave music the power to transform its 
scientific role as a metaphor of life into an aesthetic experience. The develop-
ment of the concept of the aesthetic in the eighteenth century had the unex-
pected consequence of breaking down the traditional concept of art. Changes 
in artistic practice quickly followed. The story of this change is long, uneven, 
and complicated. Suffice it here to say that the idea of understanding the arts 
primarily on the basis of the kind of experience they induced, over and above 
their empirical characteristics, redefined the phenomenon it had only sought 
to explain. The concept of the aesthetic did away with the need for the work 
of art to meet the criterion that had ruled it since classical times: to be a 
(good) imitation. The subsequent collapse of the “representative regime of 
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art,” as Jacques Rancière calls it, subordinated imitation to free-standing 
form, often making imitation inoperable despite its continued presence.6 Art 
could still be mimetic or representational, but it was not mimesis or represen-
tation that made it art. The situation was tailor-made for music, especially 
instrumental music, which had plenty of forms available and would invent 
plenty more without any need of representation.

Some of those forms were simulations of life, built of real music and vir-
tual embodiment. Music began to invent acoustic surrogates, auditory meta-
phors, for the primary elements of life as the century’s science understood it: 
pulse, vibration, irritability, sensibility. It also began to investigate the affini-
ties and antagonisms between life and mechanism and the questions of 
whether and how mechanisms could some to life. At first this enterprise was 
confined to a small series of experimental compositions; the major canonical 
figures of the time, Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, composed a good 
number of them. We will touch on many of these in the first three chapters 
to follow as we move along the meandering train of metaphors started here—
a process that will continue throughout the book.

The train continues because in relatively short order music comes to be heard 
as able to simulate life without needing to form specific metaphors for it. The 
later chapters of this book will look at some of the forms this simulation 
assumed in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Like the androids, music 
came to life by acting as if it were alive. The character of this as if is not primarily 
logical or semiological; it is ontological. When music learns to simulate life, it 
undergoes a fundamental change. What changes is not only how music sounds 
but what it is. In one of its many aspects, music becomes life made audible.

The possibility of hearing it this way is what allowed Wallace Stevens and 
Langston Hughes, both writing in the early twentieth century, to add new 
forms to the still-growing train of metaphors. In both cases the keyboard 
reappears (as it will again).

Just as my fingers on these keys
Make music, so the selfsame sounds
On my spirit make a music, too.

Music is feeling, then, not sound;
And thus it is that what I feel,
Here in this room, desiring you,

Thinking of your blue-shadowed silk,
Is music.7
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Droning a drowsy syncopated tune,
Rocking back and forth to a mellow croon,
I heard a Negro play.
Down on Lenox Avenue the other night
By the pale dull pallor of an old gas light . . .
He made that poor piano moan with melody.
O Blues!
Swaying to and fro on his rickety stool
He played that sad raggy tune like a musical fool.
Sweet Blues!
Coming from a black man’s soul.8

Stevens’s Peter Quince plays on his spirit by touching the keys of his 
instrument; Hughes’ blues singer, also at the clavier, transfers the burden (the 
weight, the melody) of his soul to the keyboard mechanism. The mellow 
croon of his voice becomes the piano’s moan.

Closer to the present, we can find Jorie Graham subtly continuing the 
train by taking music as the metaphor that joins external perception to inter-
nal sentience. The sound, as in Hughes, has become raggy, but the harmony 
remains. The musical sound of raindrops “breaking / without breaking” 
parallels the play of tone to tone in Reil’s temple of resonance:

The slow overture of rain,
each drop breaking
without breaking into
the next, describes
the unrelenting, syncopated
mind.9

Closer still is this plainspoken avowal by the philosopher Kathleen 
Higgins: “We hear music as a manifestation of vitality and part of our enjoy-
ment is empathy with its liveliness.”10 What is perhaps most striking about this 
statement is its assurance, the implicit expectation that no one will doubt it. It 
no longer even needs the long train of metaphors that meander behind it.

Music is feeling, then, in sound.

But why music? Why is it music, of all things, that came to stand for, and 
then to embody, the passage from the sphere of inanimate mechanism to the 
sphere of living organism? Why, to put the question from a wider angle, does 
music become the expression of the answer to what the philosopher David 
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Chalmers calls “the hard problem”—not “a” but “the” hard problem, the one 
for which no good answer has ever been found and may never be found?11 For 
Chalmers, this is the problem of consciousness: How does matter become 
sentient and self-aware? The hard problem is heir to Descartes’s infamous 
separation of mind from body (overcome, according to Descartes, by the pas-
sage of superfine “animal spirits” through the pineal gland).12 For scientists 
like Cheyne and philosophers like Condillac, solving the problem of con-
sciousness first required solving the problem of the life that is (or used to be) 
the condition of possibility for consciousness.13 The train of musical meta-
phors brought to bear on this problem, eventually by music itself, forms a 
kind of placeholder for the answer. To vary the sentence found earlier in this 
paragraph, music becomes the expression of the wish for an answer, the 
promise of an answer, the fantasy of an answer. Above all music gives, or “is,” 
the feeling of an answer. Expressed musically, the answer is something that, 
just because we can feel it, does not need to be spelled out further.

Although the nexus of music, life, and the animation of bodily forms 
takes its proximate origin in the eighteenth century, its prehistory is a long 
one. The fantasy of bringing statues to life is ancient, going back through the 
myth of Pygmalion and Galatea to the Homeric passage about the androids—
that’s essentially what they were—created by Hephaestus:

   In support of their master moved his attendants.
These are golden, and in appearance like living young women.
There is intelligence in their hearts, and there is speech in them
and strength, and from the immortal gods they have learned how to do 

things.14

Hephaestus, the only artisan/artist among the Olympians, occupies the 
role assigned to Prometheus in the benign version of the latter’s myth; he 
creates the possibility of further creation. His automata are endowed all at 
once with the curriculum of Condillac’s or Vigano’s statues. They are explic-
itly presented as intelligent machines who have been invested with human 
attributes also shared by the gods. They move, feel, speak, and do things.

The primary criteria for this animation are also ancient, already present  
in Hephaestus’s androids and both of them reflected in Ovid’s account of 
Galatea: the body must move and the body must feel. Pygmalion’s sculpture, 
unnamed by Ovid, is so lifelike that “you might believe, [she] lived / and 
wished, were it not irreverent, to move.” When she comes alive in the act  
of returning a kiss, she knows life first as feeling; when Pygmalion “presses 
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his mouth / to a mouth no longer feigned, the maiden felt the kiss, / and 
blushed, and, lifting her gaze to the light, / Saw both her lover and the sky.”15 
The story takes on added resonance because it is not recounted by Ovid’s 
primary narrator but by Orpheus, who sings it to the accompaniment of his 
lyre after failing to retrieve Eurydice from the Underworld.16

The Pygmalion myth itself took on a second life in the eighteenth century. 
In 1762 Jean-Jacques Rousseau wrote a “lyric scene” on the subject, combin-
ing music with speech and pantomime. First performed in 1770, the work 
became a sensation. As Ellen Lockhart observes, in the 1770s and 1780s it 
“accumulated at least thirty editions and an even greater number of perform-
ances.”17 Rousseau’s Pygmalion became in effect its era’s paradigmatic musi-
cal-dramatic representation of the link between the life of persons and the 
life of statues. The chisel of its Pygmalion draws back upon meeting yielding 
flesh; touch follows as the chisel is replaced by the sculptor’s hand. Like 
Ovid’s, Rousseau’s Galatea responds with a kiss to the onset of feeling;  
like Shakespeare’s Hermione, she steps down from her pediment to assume 
the matter of life.

The criteria of motion and feeling took on new significance from the 
eighteenth century onward as they became the potentialities that empirical 
science sought to explain—initially, as we will see, under the categories of 
“irritation” and “sensibility.” Since then motion and feeling have persisted 
informally as the primary signs of life even as the science has grown vastly 
more complicated. They can be found, for example, in Kazuo Ishiguro’s novel 
Never Let Me Go (2005), which is populated by human clones brought to life 
in order to make organ donations until they “complete,” that is, die, while 
still young.18 But there is no difference between “real” humans and the 
clones—the biological machines, the androids by fiat—except the source of 
their generation. The novel continues the train of metaphors binding music 
to life. Its title is that of a fictional song, the refrain of which is linked in the 
narrative to both the desire for life to go on and despair that it will not.

There is, however, an asymmetry between the criteria of moving and feel-
ing that helps explain why the fantasy of animation in its later varieties is so 
closely associated with music. The same asymmetry also helps explain why 
music’s cultural value rose so rapidly at the end of the eighteenth century, 
kept on rising throughout the nineteenth, and has persisted ever since. The 
asymmetry, like the criteria, is still with us, especially in debates over the 
possibility of consciousness in artificial intelligence (a topic, however, that 
falls outside the scope of this book).
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The asymmetry is simple but powerful. Moving bodies are easy objects of 
observation, but feeling is observable only by the one who feels. It is not, as 
Wittgenstein long ago showed, that I, as an observer, must infer that someone 
else is feeling or what the feeling is like; in some sense I actually do know it.19 
It is not something that I doubt unless I believe it is being faked. But feeling, 
nonetheless, cannot be observed from outside, which means that it cannot be 
observed at all.

But why does that summon music to the scene of animation? When I see 
a body as having been animated, when the question “What makes it live?” is 
presented to me in the metaphorical form of animating a statue, effigy, 
homunculus, mannequin, or moving image, why does the answer come back 
with music attached? The reason, perhaps—but this is a strong perhaps—is 
that music is the only one of our cultural productions that simultaneously 
embodies observable motion and direct sensibility. Music seems both to 
move as it passes through time and to evoke familiar forms of bodies in 
motion. Concurrently, as the earlier quotation from Stevens reminds us, 
music affects our feelings so directly that it becomes the tangible, discernible 
form of feeling itself. To hear music closely is not to observe it but to transfer 
to oneself the feelings it embodies.

Music, moreover, like all those animated figures, comes to us as something 
that rises from potential to actual being. Until it is performed, a piece of 
music, whether it is preserved in notation or recording or collective or indi-
vidual memory, is dormant. It may persist in memory or understanding, but 
it eludes the senses; the act of performance audibly summons it to quicken. 
Between performances music enters a state of palpable potentiality, a sus-
pended animation that, like Shakespeare’s Hermione, waits for the right 
notes to be struck. Music and the dream of coming to life are galvanized by 
each other, conjoined by a metaphorical force that passes reciprocally between 
them. The manifold ways in which this has happened over the past three 
centuries is sampled—only sampled, to be sure, but in exemplary, even iconic 
ways—by the conjunctions studied in the ensuing chapters.

As we will see throughout, the train of metaphors sampled in this intro-
duction has a life of its own; its acts something like a vine. The metaphors 
proliferate, they keep on going amid changing times, and as they do they 
become increasingly substantive, or, if you will, increasingly true. Their reit-
eration alters the conditions of perception as much as it reflects them. A 
recent example (it is late 2020 as I write) comes from Eric Motley, a Black 
political conservative and a longtime friend of a historic white liberal: Ruth 
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Bader Ginsberg. Motley’s remarks, celebrating Ginsberg shortly after her 
death, require a longish quotation:

People often asked both of us how we became friends. Last December, at din-
ner one evening she succinctly replied: “A common love for ideas, for music. 
It was really the Goldberg Variations that brought us together.”

When I listen to Bach’s marvelous, deeply stirring music, I am reminded 
that in all of these variations—all this flux of life, especially in the inner ups 
and downs—there is an exquisite order I can actually experience, which is 
so beautiful that it must be real. In that one piece of music, so beautiful and 
complex, both she and I discovered that these Variations had become a fixture 
in our lives.

On the night of her death, like thousands of others, my fiancée, Hannah, 
and I visited the Supreme Court. We climbed those marbled steps of majesty, 
and at the great bronze doors we left a single white rose. . . . Then we came 
home and put on the Goldberg Variations.

The Goldberg Variations form the center of this book’s final chapter, where 
the twentieth century discovers their proximity to the genetic code. By the 
time the willing reader gets to that point, this book should have shown that 
Motley’s association of the “exquisite order” of the Variations with “this flux 
of life”—and death—is more than just an evocative moment in a moving 
eulogy. It is to be taken literally. The flux of life and the order of music are 
inseparable. Again.

In method this book continues the practice of “open interpretation” that I 
have sought to develop in the train of its predecessors, weaving back and 
forth between description and metaphor, cultural and musical practices, his-
torical events and their aesthetic embodiments.20 Following the twists and 
turns of music as life will require giving selective but close attention to indi-
vidual pieces of music. One reason why the association of music and life has 
been so strong for so long is that the sense and sensation of life do not merely 
form a general halo around particular compositions and their performances. 
On the contrary, they inform the fine-grained detail of the musical event. 
The music reciprocates by helping shape what vitality is and means. More 
than only an occasion of aesthetic absorption, the music becomes historical 
agency and historical evidence.

In her posthumously published The Secular Commedia, Wendy 
Allenbrook shows that various French Enlightenment thinkers from Denis 
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Diderot to the Baron D’Holbach understood the continual flux of sound and 
feeling in comic opera as a literal sign of life. Writing in praise of Giovanni 
Pergolesi’s popular opera La serva padrona (1733), D’Holbach reports with 
approval “someone’s” judgment on the music and its “extraordinary portray-
als”: “ ‘It is life itself; and at the same time these melodies are divine.’ ”21 
Implicit in the observation is the question of how to account for the music’s 
vitality. These melodies are divine: it may be true that the music portrays us 
“to the life,” but it is not enough to say only that. We need to know in each 
case what creative agency is involved and how it comes to life in the sounding. 
This is perhaps even more true of instrumental music, to which this mercu-
rial vitality quickly migrates (shows, indeed, that it had already migrated), 
than it is of opera. In order to suggest how music came to reflect, and reflect 
on, its own “biotic” aspect, as Holly Watkins calls it—the sphere of “vitali-
ties” that extend beyond the human to animals, plants, and even nonliving 
materials and that inform “two of music’s most cherished aptitudes: to stimu-
late and simulate life”22—it is necessary to suggest how one might listen 
biotically. That is one of the main aims of this book. Accordingly my primary 
concern here is with neither the reception nor the performance of the music 
at hand but with its affordances: what it makes available to us in the way of 
knowledge and pleasure.23

At this point it is important to acknowledge that the life made audible by 
the canon of classical instrumental music is as much a symbolic as it is a biotic 
process, and that it projects the experience of a select group of Western men. 
This general historical limitation is now widely recognized, but in this 
instance it may point to something specific about the identification of music 
and life. The possibility is speculative, and it will be only latent in the chap-
ters to follow, but it is worth keeping in mind. Why, we might ask, are figures 
such as Hermione, Galatea, and Hephaestus’s androids so prominent in our 
train of metaphors when the metaphors assume narrative form? Could it be 
that the particular appeal of artificial life to men during this era points to 
something like a fantasy of virile birth? That idea is perhaps discernible in the 
work of one of the few women of the time to devote a work to the topic—
which turned out to be the most famous and enduring example of the kind. 
The woman was Mary Shelley; the work was Frankenstein.

When Victor Frankenstein discovers “the cause of life and generation,” he 
also acquires “the capacity of bestowing animation” on lifeless matter. 
Circumventing pregnancy and childbirth, he becomes capable of creating life 
without recourse to a female body. The discovery inspires an open fantasy of 
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male parthenogenesis: “A new species would bless me as its creator and 
source; many happy and excellent natures would owe their being to me. No 
father could claim the gratitude of his child so completely as I should deserve 
theirs.”24 Suffice it to say that things don’t exactly turn out that way. After 
scavenging body parts for his creature and assembling them into a kind of 
fleshly mannequin, Frankenstein uses “the instruments of life” to “infuse a 
spark of being into the lifeless thing that lay at [his] feet.” The results famously 
horrify him; he quails at the living gaze of the creature’s “dull yellow eye.” 
Disaster ensues.

Mastering the mechanism of life is one thing; mastering its aesthetics is 
another. Frankenstein has tried to make his creature beautiful, but to make 
his own work easier he has built on too large a scale. He has fashioned a body 
large enough to induce repugnance in him precisely by being too alive: “His 
yellow skin scarcely covered the work of muscles and arteries beneath.” The 
creature shows all too transparently what life is made of.

Unlike Frankenstein’s creature, Vaucanson’s first-born automaton—a 
flute player—was not a lifeless thing that had come alive. But it had not 
exactly not come alive, either. As chapter 1 will explain, the flute player dif-
fered from strictly musical automatons, which had long been popular in 
Europe and would have a real vogue in the early nineteenth century. This 
almost living statue was not a mechanical device that made music, but an 
artificial being that simulated life by the way it made music. The difference is 
not absolute, but its occurrence marks an epochal change. That change is the 
subject of this book.
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